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1. INTRODUCTION

image

processing

domain

achieves

The immense development and improvement in the

century and

area of digital image processing makes the processing

various research fields like medicine, genetics,

of digital photography easy and simple. Generally

security, robotics, pattern recognition has registered

due to the continuous variation in the lighting

enormous

digitalization.

conditions and variations in the other factors we

Digitalization has increased power consumption

acquire the low quality photographs. Due to the

which tends to design power constrained algorithms

changes in the real time lighting conditions instead of

to preserve power and to visualize digital content in

high quality photographs we acquire the low quality

better way.. In this work a new power constrained

photographs, further to enhance the quality of low

algorithm is proposed for OLED emissive display

quality images we have to improve the several

devices based on Multi scale retinex (MSR)

parameters and factors which are related to the digital

mechanism. The MSR comprises of two steps namely

image in order to yield the high end high quality

(i) power controllable log operation and (ii) sub-band

images in place of low quality images. The factors

gain control. Calculation of gain factor for each MSR

related to digital image to improve the quality are

after decomposing the input image into respective

contrast, brightness levels, decreasing the noise

sub bands is the initial step performed and coarse-to-

impact on image etc. Naturally a question arises why

fine power control mechanism is the latter step

we have to convert the low quality digital image to

followed by gain factor. These two steps iteratively

the high quality digital image or why we have to

repeated until target power saving is accurately

enhance the quality of digital image. We have to

accomplished. Finally experimental results reveal

improve the quality of digital image in order to view

that

it in the pleasant way and makes it pleasant whenever

revolutionary development in 21

growth

proposed

because

method

st

of

achieves

high

quality

perception and nearly chive good gain in videos by

we viewing it by the human visual system.

handling the flickering artifacts in reasonable way.
In order to enhance the low quality digital
Keywords: Power constrained, OLED, gain factor,

we need opts for the better enhancement techniques

MSR, power controllable log operation

which are already exist. In the category of
enhancement techniques most successful and highly
used enhancement technique is contrast enhancement
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technique. The most important thing taken into

channel (LPF) and log operation to highlight a

consideration while enhancing the low quality digital

particular wavelength scope of the picture, and MSR

images is the necessary technique must adaptive to

gives a yield picture as the weighted aggregate of the

the respective relative displays especially the contrast

retinex yield pictures by utilizing a few direct LPFs

enhancement technique. In literature so many

having diverse bolster local.

frameworks and algorithms are proposed but most of
the algorithms are based on the enhancement. Lot of
research has been to improve the digital quality based

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. POWER CONSUMPTION

on not only enhancement techniques but also merely
In electrical building, force utilization frequently

on the power saving also simultaneously.
The 21st century is considered as digital
devices periods by the most of the researchers
because of the immense development and high
advance development in the area of digital image
processing. Most of the multimedia devices such as
mobile phones, laptops, personal computers consume
more power as we increase the brightness and
contrast levels. So power saving is an area of concern
from dew years. In order improve the better
perceptual quality of the respective image along the
enhancement we have to improve the power saving
levels too. The main drawback in assessing the power
consumption is that power consumption of display

alludes to the electrical vitality over the long run
supplied to work an electrical machine. The vitality
utilized by hardware is constantly more than the
vitality truly required. This is on the grounds that no
hardware is 100% productive. Force is squandered as
warmth, vibrations and/or electromagnetic. Power
utilization is typically measured in units of kilowatt
hours (kWh). All the more precisely, power is the
rate of utilization of vitality, measured in watts or
pull. Electric vitality utilization is the type of vitality
utilization that uses electric vitality. Electric vitality
utilization is the real vitality request made on existing
power supply. But in Asia and Middle East,
utilizations were lessened in all the world locales.

devices increases along with the resolution (size) of
The OECD nations which represents 53% of

display devices.

the aggregate, power interest downsized by more
As one of them retinex is a remarkable nonstraight

improvement

technique

utilized

for

differentiation upgrade and in addition element range
pressure. The retinex hypothesis was proposed via
Land and McCann and Jobson et al. adjusted their
hypothesis to single scale retinex (SSR) and multiscale retinex (MSR). Retinex hypothesis accept that
the human visual framework has three autonomous
approaches to see short, medium, and long
wavelengths in the obvious light range. In light of the
retinex hypothesis, SSR uses Gaussian low pass

than 4.5% in both Europe and North America while it
shrank by over 7% in Japan. Generally Power request
additionally dropped by more than 4.5% in CIS
nations, driven by a substantial cut in Russian
utilization. On the other hand, in China and India
(22% of the world's utilization), power utilization
kept on ascending at an in number pace (+6-7%) to
take care of vitality demand identified with high
financial development. In Middle East, development
rate was diminished however stayed high, just
beneath 4%.
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PC screens, convenient frameworks, for example,

2.2. CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT

cellular telephones, handheld amusement reassures
Contrast is the difference in visual properties that
makes an object (or its representation in an image)
distinguishable

from

other

objects

and

the

background. In visual perception of the real world,
contrast is determined by the difference in the color
and brightness of the object and other objects within
the same field of view. In other words, it is the
different between the darker and the lighter pixel of
the image, if it is big the image will have high
contrast and in the other case the image will have low

and PDAs. A noteworthy range of examination is the
advancement of white OLED gadgets for utilization
in strong state lighting applications. There are two
principle groups of OLED: those in light of little
particles and those utilizing polymers. Adding
portable particles to an OLED makes a lighttransmitting electrochemical cell (LEC) which has a
marginally diverse mode of operation. OLED
presentations can utilize either detached matrix
(PMOLED) or dynamic network tending to plans.

contrast.
An OLED showcase lives up to expectations
without a backdrop illumination; therefore, it can
show profound dark levels and can be more slender
and lighter than a fluid precious stone display(LCD).
In low encompassing light conditions, (for example, a
dim room), an OLED screen can accomplish a higher
complexity proportion than a LCD, paying little mind
Figure 1: On the left half low contrast, and on the
right half high contrast image

to whether the LCD uses chilly cathode fluorescent
lights or a LED backdrop illumination

3. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Sub-Band decomposed multi-Scale retinex
MSR is an extended SSR with multiple kernel
windows of different sizes. MSR output is a weighted

Figure 2: contrast enhancement images

sum of several different SSR outputs . The MSR
2.3. OLED

output for a single spectral component can be

A natural OLED is a light-transmitting diode (LED)

represented as

in which the emissive electroluminescent layer is a
film of natural compound which emanates light

𝑁

𝑅

𝑀𝑆𝑅

𝑥, 𝑦 =

because of an electric current. This layer of natural
semiconductor is arranged between two terminals;

𝑤𝑛 . 𝑅𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦

(1)

𝑛=1

where

commonly, no less than one of these anodes is
straightforward. OLEDs are utilized to make

𝑅𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

advanced shows in gadgets, for example, TV screens,

− log 𝐹𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 ∗ 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

(2)
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Here 𝑅𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 ,denotes a retinex output associated
with the n-the scale for an input image 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 .Note
that gain wn is determined so that it can satisfy the
The symbol ―*‖ in Eq. (2)

condition of

denotes the convolution operation and Nis the
number of scales.

𝐹𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 Denotes a surround

function and is given by
𝐹𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝐾𝑛 𝑒(𝑥

2 +𝑦 2 )

/𝜎𝑛2

(3)
Figure 3: Block diagram of the conventional SDWhere

is determined so that

can satisfy

denotes the variance of the
Gaussian kernel at then-the sub-band. Under the
condition

MSR
𝑤𝐿 And 𝑤𝐿 denote weighting parameters according
to and are defined as

every SSR, we can derive

successive frequency sub-bands. Note that a small is

𝜏

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷

𝐷 −1
𝑤𝐿 = log
, 𝑤𝐿 =
(𝜏+1)

𝜏
)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷
𝐷 −1

(1−

log (𝐷−1)

(5)

suitable for enhancing fine details, whereas a Largent
is suitable for improving tonality. Thus, it is
important to select an appropriate value of an in the
MSR. Based on this rationale, Jang et al. proposed an
SD-MSR that consists of a modified logarithmic
function, sub-band decomposition, space varying
sub-band gain, and an automatic gain/offset control
[16] (see Fig. 1). The modified log (mlog) is defined
as
𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

contrasts of dark regions as well as bright regions. In
this way, we can enhance image details both in
highlights and shadows. Another feature of SD-MSR
is to decompose the modified retinex outputs into
nearly non-overlapping spectral bands. The following
equation accomplishes this sub-band decomposition:
𝑅1 = 𝑅1

𝑛=1

=

𝑤𝐿 log 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 + 1
−𝑤𝐻 log 𝐷 − 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 ) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝜏
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 > 𝜏 (4)

Where τ is a user-defined threshold and D denotes an
image dynamic range. For example, D is 256 for an
8-bit image

s a result, the mlog function of Eq. (4) enhances the

𝑅𝑛 = 𝑅𝑛 − 𝑅𝑛−1

2≤𝑛<

𝑁

(6)

As n increases, Rn corresponds to the low frequency
region n more and more. Here, Rn is computed by
replacing the log of Eq. (2) With the mlog of Eq.
(4) Next, the space vary in g sub-band gain at thenthe sub-band is defined as

𝑔𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 =

1
𝑁𝑅𝑛 𝑥,𝑦 +𝜀 𝑔

𝜎𝑛
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 +𝜀𝜎

1−

(7)
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Where

period process of the projected formula on a allpurpose graphics process unit (GPU) even for full

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max𝑛𝜖

1,2,3…𝑁

𝜎𝑛

HD video sequences

𝑅𝑛 (𝑥,𝑦)

𝑁𝑅𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 =

(8)

𝑅𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑥

In a high spectral band of small, they make the gain
difference between pixels larger, especially for the
pixels with low 𝑁𝑅𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦

. This is because this

spectral band has large high-frequency components
representing image details. Meanwhile, they lower
the gain difference between pixels in a high spectral
band of large n to maintain the characteristics of a
natural scene. Thus, using Eq. (7), the final enhanced
imageIis output as follows
𝐼′ =

𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑔𝑛

𝑅𝑛

(9)
Figure 4: Block diagram of proposed method

3.2 The Proposed Algorithm
We

propose

a

power

governable

distinction

enhancement algorithm for OLED show primarily
based on

SD-MSR. Fig. 2 describe the projected

formula that consists of three stages. the primary
stage coarsely reduces the facility of Associate in
Nursing input image nearer to the target power with
distinction improvement, and

the

second

stage

finely controls the image power such that it's
terribly near the target power. If the input could be a
video sequence, the ultimate stage adjusts the facility
of every image so that it is like those of its neighbors
by considering the temporal coherence of the input
video

sequence.

The

projected

formula

is

differentiated from previous methods in the following
3 aspects. First, we tend to control the target power
level mechanically.

Second, we tend to avoid

theflickering development by keeping the facility
levels of adjacent images constant for video
sequences. Third, we tend to come through time

Image nearer to the target power with distinction
improvement and the second stage finely controls the
image power such that it's terribly near the target
power. If the input may be a video sequence, the
ultimate stage adjusts the ability of every image so
that it's the same as those of its neighbors by
considering the temporal coherence of the input video
sequence. The projected algorithmic program is
differentiated from previous methods within the
following 3 aspects. First, we have a tendency to
control the target power level mechanically. Second,
we have a tendency to avoid the flickering
development by keeping the ability levels of adjacent
images constant for video sequences. Third, we have
a tendency to bring home the bacon real-time process
of the projected algorithmic program on a general
purpose graphics process unit (GPU) even for full
HD video sequences.
A. Power Modeling in OLED Display
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Before presenting an in depth clarification of the

constrained log (plog) from them log of Eq. (4) as

projected algorithmic program, we want to model

follows

power for associate OLED show. Dong et al.
conferred a pel-based power model that estimates the
ability consumption of OLED modules supported the
red green-blue (RGB) specification of every pixel

𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

=

𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝛼𝐼 𝑥,𝑦 +1)
𝐷−1 log 
(𝛼𝜏 +1)

𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝜏
𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝜏

[21]. the ability consumption of associate OLED
show with K pixels, i.e., P is
𝐾
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂𝐿𝐸𝐷 = 𝐶 +

(12)

𝑓𝑅 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑓𝐺 (𝐺𝑖 )+𝑓𝐵 (𝐵𝑖 )

(10)

Therefore, the 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑔 of Eq. (12) has the effect of
controlling the increase in power consumption while

Also, we consider only the Y-componentbecause it
dominates the entire overall power. Note that theYcomponent indicates the luminance component in

partially lowering the contrast in the dark region.
From Eq. (7) and MSRs computed by 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑔, i.e.,
{Rn}, we can derive the following output image

YUVcolor format. So we use the Y-component
𝑁

power consumption(YP) of an OLED display with
𝑅𝑡 =

Kpixels [11] as

𝑔𝑛 𝑅𝑛

(13)

𝑛 =1

𝐾
𝛾

𝑌𝑃 =

𝑌𝑖

(11)

On the other hand, basin YP on Eq. (11), the power
reduction ratio of an input image and its output image

𝑖=1

Where γ is a parameter for gamma correction for a

is defined as follows

given display device
𝑝𝑡 = 1 −

𝑌𝑃(𝑅𝑡 )
𝑌𝑃(𝐼)

(14)

B. The Proposed Algorithm
This section details the proposed algorithm.1) Coarse

In this paper, 𝑅𝑛 can be computed with Eq. (15) as in

Control Stage: The mlog of conventional SD-MSR

[16].

plays a role in enhancing the contrasts of highlights
and shadow regions. In other words, contrast in the

𝑓 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑁 =

dark region becomes high by increasing the intensity
level of the pixels in the region, and contrast in the
bright region also becomes high by decreasing the

𝑋−𝑚
𝐿−1 +𝑙
𝑀−𝑚

(15)

Let 𝛿𝑡 denote the difference between 𝑝𝑡 and P as
in Eq. (16)

intensity level of the pixels in the region. However,
the increase of the intensity values in the shadow

𝛿𝑡 = 𝑃 − 𝑝𝑡

(16)

region results in the increase in power consumption
for the OLED display. So,

for low power

consumption as well as contrast enhancement, even

Eq. (17) because such a condition indicates an excess
of power reduction over P.

in the shadow region, we redefine a so-called power𝜏𝑡+1 = 𝜏𝑡 +

(𝐷 − 𝜏𝑡 )

2

(17)
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we increase τ relatively small as in Eq. (18) because

5

δCt weakly over runs P

4.5
4

4

(18)

3.5
3

So we approach P by decreasing τ relatively small as

--Plog

𝜏𝑡+1 = 𝜏𝑡 +

(𝐷 − 𝜏𝑡 )

2.5
2

in Eq. (19).

1.5

alp=1
alp=0.3
alp=0.1
alp=0.03
alp=0.01

1

𝜏𝑡+1 = 𝜏𝑡 +

𝜏𝑡

4

0.5

( 19)

0

So we rapidly approach P by decreasing τ

0

50

100
150
Pixel Values

200

250

Figure 5: Profile of the proposed algorithm

significantly.

𝜏𝑡+1 = 𝜏𝑡 +

𝜏𝑡

2

(20)

On the other hand, the low-frequency region is rarely
related to image details, but it dominates image
power as a whole. So we try to approach P by finely
controlling the proportion of the lowest-band MSR
which may have most of the image power. In detail,
we control the gain of RN as follows:
𝑁−1
^

𝑅 =

𝑔𝑛 𝑅𝑛 + ( 𝑔𝑁 + 𝜆) 𝑅𝑁

(21)

𝑛 =1

Figure 6: Output results of the proposed algorithm,
Linea algorithm and PCCE algorithm

Where λ indicates a control parameter for the lowest-

5

band MSR.λ, which is updated according to Eq. (22)

4.5

enables the FCS to approach the target power with

4

little change of contrast
(22)

Iterations

𝜆𝑡+1 = 𝜆𝑡 − 𝛿𝑡𝐹

3.5
3
2.5

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

2
1.5
1

0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009
---e

0.01

Figure 5: Error analysis W.R.T. No of iterations
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COMPARISON IN TERMS OF SHARPNESS ENHANCEMENT
METRIC

NAM
E

P=10%

P=30%

Linea
r

PC
CE

Bikes

4.952
9

5.19
46

Pro
pos
ed
5.79
83

Lin
ear

PCC
E

Proposed

14.
858
8
17.
636
1

15.5
796

17.3672

Build
ings

5.878
7

6.11
45

6.72
97

18.3
993

20.2419

Ceme
tery

4.572
7

4.80
38

5.38
14

13.
718
1

14.3
961

16.1338

Hous
e

2.415
3

2.81
92

2.86
18

7.2
459

8.31
18

8.4986

Light
house

3.082
9

3.41
77

3.58
55

9.2
487

10.0
178

10.6978

Mona
rch

4.022
7

4.52
32

5.03
17

12.
068
1

13.3
954

15.0005

Ocea
n

1.956
8

2.23
76

2.46
88

5.8
705

6.63
98

7.3665

Parrot

2.021
7

2.23
56

2.38
93

6.0
652

6.58
52

7.0810

Plane

1.916
8

2.00
40

2.15
97

5.7
505

5.98
76

6.4492

Rapid
s

3.716
3

3.97
52

4.31
99

11.
148
9

11.8
197

12.8169

Statu
e

2.526
5

2.86
98

3.07
07

7.5
794

8.48
67

9.2362

Wom
an

3.428
9

3.76
62

3.97
99

10.
286
8

11.1
470

11.8233

𝑆=

𝐺𝐻2 + 𝐺𝑉2

COMPARISON IN TERMS OF THE EME
VALUE
NA
P=10%
P=30%
ME
Lin PC Pro Lin PC Proposed
ear
CE pos
ear CE
ed
Bikes 9.6
18. 63.
9.6 14. 63.9642
094 272 592 094 923
6
4
2
Build 5.1
7.3 20.
5.1 6.8 20.8775
ings
674 984 429 674 914
7
Cem
6.3
15. 501 6.3 12. 48.9967
etery 315 673 756 315 205
3
1
Hous 404 15. 27.
4.4 13. 26.4888
e
213 366 318 216 137
1
2
2
Light 6.6
14. 31.
6.6 11. 29.5062
hous
490 049 025 490 204
e
0
8
8
Mon
4.9
35. 57.
4.9 25. 56.7810
arch
062 853 958 062 805
2
9
8
Ocea 4.8
29. 59.
4.8 25. 58.9096
n
540 929 248 540 602
4
6
6
Parro 7.9
18. 29.
7.9 11. 25.8077
t
361 064 455 361 046
4
9
5
Plane 6.6
10. 49.
6.6 10. 48.9671
216 666 345 216 005
5
2
1
Rapi
7.5
20. 57.
7.5 11. 56.5294
ds
434 953 994 434 858
4
0
4
Statu 7.7
11. 79.
7.7 9.5 80.3500
e
416 125 874 416 645
4
0
Wom 7.0
30. 80.
7.0 19. 80.4561
an
557 026 529 557 399
6
6
8

1
𝐸𝑀𝐸 =
𝐻×𝑉

𝐻

𝑉

20𝑙𝑛
 =1 𝑣=1

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 ; ,𝑣
𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 ; ,𝑣 + 𝜉
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Advantages: The different manufacturing process of

[3]

OLEDs lends itself to several advantages over flat

TVs, ―Inform. Display,vol. 25, no. 9, pp. 14–17, Sep.

panel displays made with LCD technology

2009.

5. CONCLUSION

[4] H. D. Kim H. J. Chung, B. H. Berkeley, and

This project proposes an SD-MSR-based image

S.

processing algorithm for fine power control in OLED

commercialization of AMOLED TVs,‖Inf. Display,

displays. In this designed a power-constrained log

vol. 25, no. 9, pp. 18–22, Sep. 2009.

function for effective power saving in dark regions.
Using the power-constrained log function for SDMSR and an adaptive weighting strategy proper for
an input image, we proposed a coarse-to-fine power
control mechanism for still images. Finally, we

[5]

B.

Young, ―OLEDs—Promises, myths, and

S.

Kim, ―Emerging technologies for the

W.-C.

and

Cheng

minimization

in

concurrent

a

M.

Pedram,

―Power

backlitTFT-LCD display by

brightness

and

contrast

scaling,‖IEEETrans. Consume. Electron. vol. 50, no.
1, pp. 25–32, Feb. 2004.

presented a power control scheme for a constant
power reduction ratio in video sequences by using

[6]

P. Greef and H. G. Hulze, ―Adaptive dimming

temporal coherence in video sequences. Experimental

and boosting backlight forLCD-TV systems,‖ inside

results showed that the proposed algorithm provides

Symp. Dig. Tech. Papers, May 2007, vol. 38, no. 1,

better visual quality than previous works, and a

pp. 1332–1335.

consistent power-saving ratio without the flickering
artifact even for video sequences. Specifically, the
proposed algorithm provides at maximum 36% and
on average 13% higher edge-preserving ratios than
the state-of-the-art algorithm (i.e., PCCE [11]). In

[7]

L.

Kerensky

―Distinguished

and

paper:

S.

Daly,

Brightness preservation

for LCD backlight reduction,‖ inSID Symp. Dig.
Tech.Papers, Jun. 2006, vol. 37, no. 1, pp. 1242–124.

addition, we proved the possibility of real-time

[8]

processing by accomplishing an entire execution time

reduction and image contrast enhancement using

of 9 ms per 1080p image.

adaptive
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